
The coming Demise of the World of Investing without Company Analysis

Investment in debt or equity securities, one would assume, requires clear understanding of the 

investment story and financials of the entity issuing those securities.  Over the last two decades, 

focus has shifted from understanding companies, their investment story, their earnings 

potential, and their efficiency of capital deployment to assessing what the thundering herd was 

upto on the investment front in those companies.  The thundering herd included assorted hedge 

funds and hedge funds masquerading as banks.  Was the herd long or short on a particular 

stock? Did the stock price hit some “support” or “resistance” level? What was everyone else 

doing?  Was the creditor herd financing some crazy M&A, whose earnings and capital structure 

impact was hard to fathom?  Standing in the way of the herd was dangerous in the short run. 

Most of the herd might be individuals of varying degrees of intellectual inadequacy, but they can 

deploy such bazooka firepower at short notice that anyone standing in the way would be 

annihilated.  The easy money policies of incompetent or worse central banks provided wind on 

the backs of the thundering herd. 

What was the underlying premise of investments without company analysis?  Was it that 

someone somewhere in the investment chain had done his equity/credit analysis, and all one 

had to do was to follow that someone?  As long as everyone was doing what everyone else was 

doing, what everyone else was doing, all was well provided some weak link in the whole chain 

did not snap on account of inadequate earnings for servicing debt at that link.   The problem 

with this approach is you don’t know the investment thesis of the original investor, his caveats 

and subjunctives and his entry and exit points of the investment.



The Tools of the dark Art of “Investing” without Company/Country Analysis 

Technical Analysis

Technical analysis is not new but the advent of powerful personal computers in the 1980s and 

software packages that could calculate various momentum indicators meant the 

democratization of this tomfoolery.  Technical analysis, while superficially about the wiggles and 

jiggles in the trends in asset prices, at its root, assumes mankind will not learn from its past 

follies while seeking out new follies, but wallow in the mud of the past like an unlearning pig. 

Alas, that goes against all evidence on the nature of man.  But if the thundering herd believes 

that history not only rhymes but also repeats itself, anyone standing in the way of the trend 

following horde will be trampled underfoot.  It is no point, at that time, to argue that a 

particular business model makes sense only in Alice’s wonderland or not even there.   The 

intelligent short sellers who evaluated the potential return on capital employed of Pets.com 

were wiped out during the dot com bubble at a moment’s notice.  The stupid crowd lost its 

money over a longer period.  That leads to the truism “An analytical but leveraged investor can 

be instantaneously wiped out if he stands in front of the crowd.  The crowd itself will loose 

money in a more gradual fashion”. On the long side, an analytical investor can outwit the crowd 

only if he is not leveraged.   And he should be short only if he has the wherewithal to pay margin 

calls even if the asset he has shorted doubles in value over the next 12 month period.   

Volatility pricing of optionalities embedded in assets 

You have to wait for this author’s book “Risk: First Principles” for the reasoning from basics why 

the Black Scholes model and similar constructs, though astoundingly elegant and deliciously 

delightful to a finance professor, are distressingly useless to anyone wanting to put real money 

to work.  While the foundations of the Black Scholes proposition lack intellectual robustness, 

they do provide a choice outlet to the creativity of con artists who invest other people’s money 



in option and option like securities of a firm without having the skills to understand a firm’s 

investment story and hence the likely volatility in earnings (remember, volatility in earnings 

does not translate into volatility in share prices).  According to this set-up, all one had to do was 

to get some volatility parameter (most probably historical- how can you look at estimating 

future volatility without understanding the thesis behind investment in the company).  How, o 

how do people expect this and allied pursuits such as delta hedging, theta scalping, gamma 

trading to work without understanding the company’s credit and equity stories?

Default Correlation Trading        

 We have discussed in the piece “Can default correlations for CDO valuations be at all 

calculated?” (https://crediteye.wordpress.com/2011/03/04/can-default-correlations-for-cdo-

valuation-be-calculated-meaningfully/ )  why correlation trading based on quant techniques 

without understanding the credit story of a company is pointless buffoonery.   The losses 

experienced by credit correlation traders in the recent past serve to confirm this assertion.

High Frequency Trading

High Frequency Trading (HFT) is a version of technical analysis, except it tries to capture price 

patterns over smaller time horizons through use of zigabytes of computing power and zillions of 

dollars of leverage.  Such egregious activities will hopefully be seen off with sensible use of 

taxation to tax away these ill gotten gains.  Even without human intervention, this folly will soon 

to come to an end as every investment bank and its dog is trying the same techniques and are 

trading against each other. 

Insider Trading: The only Way to make Money without Company Analysis  

The only sustainable technique of investing without company analysis is insider trading.  That is, 

of course, if you don’t get caught en flagrante with your hand in the cookie jar like Ivan Boesky 
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and Raj Rajrathnam. This has been the only way in which alpha males have generated alpha on a 

sustainable basis without company financial analysis.  All other techniques degenerate into beta 

returns and worse when you factor in hedge fund manager entropy (his bonus, in plain English).

A New Era dawneth  

There are many reasons to expect the demise of this era of investing without company analysis. 

The important reasons are: 

1) Easy money policies of incompetent central bankers will be taken to the coolers by bond 

vigilantes.  Without cheap financing to leverage various trend following strategies, the 

economics of many transactions will fall apart. 

2) Rigorous capital adequacy standards and bank regulations like the ones in Switzerland 

will make proprietary trading unviable for banks.  They will also not be able to provide 

abundant loans to hedge funds through their prime broking business as in the past.

3) A major financial market disruption due to algorithm based trading at a large bank 

causing a backlash against such obnoxious practices.
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